Previous research has shown that low competence sources, compared to highly competent sources, can exerti nfluence in aptitudes tasks in as much as they induce people to focus on the task and to solvei tm ore deeply.T wo experiments aimed at testing the coordination between self and source'sproblem solving strategies as amain explanation of such ad ifference in influence.T he influence of al ow versus high competence source has been examined in an anagram task that allows for distinguishing between three response strategies, including one that corresponds to the coordination between the source'ss trategya nd participants' own strategy. In Study 1t he strategy suggested by the source was either relevant and useful or irrelevant and useless for solving the task. Results indicated that participants used the coordination strategyina larger extend when they had been confronted to alow competence rather than ahighly competent source but only when the source displayedastrategyt hat was useful to solvet he task. In Study 2t he source'ss trategyw as always relevant and useful, but a decentring procedure was introduced for half of the participants. This procedure induced participants to consider other points of view than their own. Results replicated the difference observed in Study 1when no decentring was introduced. The difference however disappeared when decentring was induced, because of an increase of the high competence source'sinfluence.These results highlight coordination of strategies as one mechanism underlying influence from low competence sources.
in alarger extent than James will. Indeed, in tasks assessing individuals' aptitudes, high competencesource are usually believed to have the greatest influence. The high degree of competenceorexpertise constitutes aformofpower that the source exercises over the target (French&Raven, 1959) or that reinforces the target'sd ependencet ot he source (Deutsch &G erard,1955) .
However,r esearchi ndicates that there can be ap aradoxi nb eingc onfronted to a high competence source (Butera, Gardair, Maggi, &M ugny, 1 998) . On tasks in which aptitudes are at stake, individuals are also motivated to be competent,a nd being confronted to ahigh competence source can highlight the target'slower competence. In this case, the source may not appear so much as aprovider of accurate information, but as inducing an upward social comparison that is problematic fort he self (Morse & Gergen, 1 970) . Duet ot his comparison process, confrontationw ith ah igh competences ourcec an activate at hreat to the target'so wn competence (Major, Testa, &B ylsma, 1991) , specificallyi ft he source and the target have some proximity (Tesser, 1 988) ,f or example if theya re similar on attributes related to performance (Goehtals &D arley, 1977) ,a ss cholar level can be (Lockwood &K unda, 1997) .
Given the potential forhigh competence sources to bothprovideinformation and to threaten the target'sc ompetence, what about their potential to exerti nfluence? According to some authors( cf. Pé rez &M ugny,1 996), conflict of answers is ak ey mechanism in social influence. In this contextc onflict is not reduceda ti ts classical notion (Deutsch, 1973) , which means necessarily ac onflictual or threathening relationship. Conflict here is conceivedi nam ore general meaning as the divergence between answers.From there,itisthe way it is subjectively elaborated which gives to it aproblematic dimension (conflictual or threathening) or not. Social influence depends on the way the conflict is elaborated.
More precisely,i th as been argued that conflict can be elaborated either in an epistemic way(focusedontask understanding and coordination of points of views) or in ar elationalw ay (Quiamzade &M ugny, 2 001) . In the latter case, the target is mainly focused on social comparison of competencies and its implications forself-competence and self-esteem.This can result in asuperficialinfluence only,like forexample the mere adoption of the source'sp oint of view (i.e.m anifest influence) without any further elaboration of the conflict beyond the protectionofthe self-competence.Inthe former case, targets are focused on social comparison of answersa nd the reasons of the divergence. Theym ay tryt oc oordinate their own answer with the source'sanswer to solve the task. This can result in adeep influence.
Becauset heyo ften threaten self-competence, high competences ources have been shownt of avour relational conflict regulation (cf.M ugny,B utera, &F alomir, 2001; Mugny,B utera, Quiamzade, Dragulescu, &T omie, 2003) .I ndeed, in ac ontext in which ah igh competence source is threatening, people are motivated to reduce any discrepancy between their actual evaluation and the standards of comparison (Tesser, 1 988) . Thus,t he target is often led to imitate the source without any furtherf ormo fe laboration (Mugny et al., 2 001) . Mere imitation appearst ob e the easiest way to reduce-in the emergency of the threat needing as olution (Steele, 1988) -t he gap between the self and the source: by reducingt he differences of answerso ne reduces also the unfavourable social comparison with the source. Moreover,t hreats to the self can lead to ruminations (see Koole, Smeets, van Knippenberg, &D ijksterhuis, 1999) , which in-turn can have ad istracting effect (Baron, 1 986) . As ac onsequence, targets can be diverted from systematic processing (Chaiken, 1987) o ft he source'sa nswers.
The paradoxo fc ompetence is thent hat ah ighly competent source often exerts influence only at asuperficialormanifest level but does not produce influenceatadeep level (by deep level we mean real processing and transferofthe information provided by the source to the own system of beliefs or to the way to solve the task). However,such an influenceispossible in some contexts. Indeed, researchindicates that when athreat is not present,high competence sourcecan exertinfluencebeyond imitation or simple agreement. Thisi st he case when social comparison is not salient (Tafani, Mugny,& Bellon, 1999) ,orwhenits naturedoes not obviouslydisadvantagethe targets in terms of their relative competence (Mugny,T afani,F alomir,&Layat, 2000) .
Back to our example, what should then happen if John (the master degree student) suggests an answer which differsfrom Jack's(the bachelor degree student)? It is likely that the latter will adopt John'sp oint of view,s ince John is more competent than himself. It is however unlikely that Jack thinks more deeply about this answer and about the conditions of its validity. This influence might then just be immediate and manifest, but should not induce ad eep changei nJ ack's way of thinking, unless the threat resulting from John'scompetence is reduced.
In contrast, it has been suggested that compared to high competence sources, low competencesources can exertepistemic conflict elaboration, and then deep influence (cf. Mugny et al.,2003) .Indeed, given their lack of competence, one would notexpect low competence sources to have any overt influence in the form of imitation or mere reproductiono ft heir responses (Hovland, Janis, &K elley, 1953) .I nl ine with these expectations, researchh as shown that people confronted to ah igh competence source tested hypotheses in ac onfirmatoryw ay,w hereas those confronted to al ow competences ource didn ot. On the contrary, participants in the latter condition tested hypotheses in am ored isconfirmatoryw ay,s uggesting that theyt ook into account alternative solutions (Butera, Mugny,&Tomei, 2000) . In the samev ein, in an estimation of length task, low competence participants who were confronted to ahigh competencesource were influenced in their length estimations after information about the source'sanswerswhereas those confronted to alow competencesource werenot. However,i nd rawing al ength -ameasure of deep influence-the latter showed an integration of the source'srepresentation of length whereas the former did not (Maggi, Butera, &M ugny, 1 996) . In sum, low competence sources can obtain more influence than high competence sources in some cases,b ut at ad ifferentl evel, that is, not at am anifest level but at ad eeper one. However,t he process through which low competences ource exertd eep influence remains unclear.
Pé rez and Mugny (1993) hypothesized that the deeperi nfluencer esulting from the divergence with al ow competence source might be explained in three ways. The first two mechanisms are based on an extension of the process observed in minority influence. Some results indeeds uggest as imilarity between minority influence dynamics and the way low competence sources achieveinfluence (Quiamzade, Mugny, Falomir,&Chatard,2006) . As an example, it has been found that aminority source has a higher impact than am ajority source on novel hypotheses generation (Butera, Mugny, Legrenzi, &Pé rez,1996) , just as it has been shownthat alow competencesourcehas a higher impact than ah igh competence sourcea gain on novelh ypothesis generation (Butera, Caverni,&Rossi, 2005, Experiments 1and 2) . The similarity of these dynamics allow to consider that the influence of al ow competence source cand erive first from a validation process involved in the close examination of the source'sp roposals (Moscovici, 1980; Moscovici &P ersonnaz, 1980) , and/or second from divergent thinking (Nemeth, 1986) . Both explanations flow from the fact that minorities are assumedt ob es omewhatl acking in competence or to be wrong,i nc ontrast to majorities,which are perceived to be morecompetent or to be in the right (Moscovici, 1980; Nemeth, 1986) . The significance of consensus with respect to majority and minority influence implies a' precision' heuristic ( Axsom, Yates, &C haiken, 1987; Kruglanski &M ackie, 1990) according to which majorities, moret han minorities, are generally right (De Vries &D eD reu, 2001; De Vries, De Dreu, Gordijn, & Schuurman, 1996) .Inthe case of aptitude tasks, namely,tasks in which competence is precisely the crucial point, the influence of low competence sources is analogous to the influence of am inority,t he relevant factorb eing in both cases the lowl evel of competenceo ft he source (cf. Quiamzade, Mugny,F alomir,&Butera, in press) .
The third mechanism suggested as an explanation fort he deep influence of low competences ources is the process of decentring and the coordination of points of views (i.e. epistemic conflict elaboration) that it can generate (Butera, Huguet, Mugny,& Pé rez, 1994 ; see Gruber,2 000). Decentring is defined as ap rocess which allows the target of influence to be aware of differences in points of view and thus to consider that each one representsad istinct strategyt os olve the task according to the difference in points of view.The keypoint is that this process of decentring is supposed to facilitate influence through acoordination of strategies. Previous researchonminority influence has already shownthat an experimentalinduction of aprinciple organizingthe source's responses favoured deep influence whent his strategy did specifically define the particular point of view of the source (Pé rez &M ugny,1 986).M ore importantly, although majority influence is induced above all whent he task asks foro ne single correct solution (cf. Brandstätter et al.,1 991; Butera et al.,1 994),m inority has been shown to induce influence above all when participants believe there exist more than one solution to the task (Butera et al.,1996) .Indeed, this allows fortaking seriously into account the minority (or low competent)point of view, and eventually forits integration or coordination with participants own point of view.
This explanation is grounded on developmental social psychology approach (cf. Doise &M ugny, 1 984) .A ccording to this framework, creating ad ivergence in answersissued from adifference in point of views improves task resolution in children participants (see e.g. Ames &M urray,1 982; Mugny &D oise, 1978; Mugny,D oise, & Perret-Clermont, 1975 -1976 Mugny,G iroud,&Doise, 1978 -1979 . More precisely, these authorsargue that children benefit from being confronted to asource that gives a diverging answer (i.e. when therei saconflict) because in such ac ase, theyh ave to coordinate their own point of view with that of the source. In line with this idea, researchhas shownthat conflict did not raise any improvement in task resolutionwhen coordination of points of views was not possible (e.g. Doise&Mugny,1975, Study 2) or when coordination wasn ot necessary to reach the correct solution (Dalzon, 1991; Glachan &Light, 1982) . This ideaalso finds support in researchbyJohnson and Johnson (1995 ,see also Tjosvold, 1998 showing alink between controversy (a form of conflict), and perspective taking (a form of decentring). The central role of coordination of points of views in developmental social psychology has however been questioned by Howe (1992) in children cognitive development. This author argued that cognitive development does not requirethe mutual construction of asuperior response. For her, am ered ivergence of responses is enought og enerate cognitive development (Howe, Rodgers, &T olmie, 1990) .
The present paper aims at examining the coordination of points of view as an explanation forl ow competence sources' influence compared to high competence sources' influence. More precisely,this researchaims to determine whether the reason why low competencesources raise more deep influence than high competence sources is that the former raise more decentring and coordination of strategies.
Why such ap rocess can be hypothesized? As al ow competences ource cannotb e followed at amanifest level because of its lowcompetence, divergence and its reasons remain unsolved. The fact that ap artner responds differently is nonethelessb yi tself informative fort he target (Mettee&Smith, 1977; see also Goethals&Nelson, 1973) . The target becomes aware of differences in points of views. Indeed, the fact some other respondsd ifferentlyi ndicates that there can be differentw ays to solve the task. The partner is then seen as asource of information that can help to solve the task in spite of its lowc ompetence, not through mere imitation of its answersb ut through careful scrutiny of its point of view. Targets are therefore led to engagei namores ystematic analysis of the particular differences between their responses and those of the source and to examine the validityo fe ach position. In other words,t argets examine the different strategies underlying answerst hrough ad ecentring process from their own position.
Thus, the deep influenceo falowc ompetence source (as compared to ah igh competences ource) would result in the potentially paradoxicala ttempt to infer the strategy underpinning the source'sresponses and, if this succeeds, its coordination with the target'so wn strategy in the waytog enerate ab etter solution.
Overview
Twos tudies were planned to show that the deep influence that incompetent sources obtain compared to competent sources is grounded on the higher propensity to coordinate strategies issued from differentp oints of views whenc onfronted to the former than when confronted to the latter.A ccording to this general hypothesis, Experiment 1aimed to demonstrate that the expected difference between incompetent and competent sources appearsw hent he source provides as trategy that can be effectively coordinated with targets' own strategy (compared to astrategy that does not allow foracoordination). Indeed, if the difference is due to the coordination that appearst ob em ore pronounced when people are confronted to low competence sources, it should appear only when such coordination is objectivelyp ossible.I nt his first experiment students werec onfronted to the answer from ah igh versus low competences ource. Depending on as econd experimentalm anipulation, this answer made salient an underlying strategy that was helpful fors olving the task (i.e. coordination was possible) or that wasunrelated to it (i.e. coordination was impossible).
The second experiment aimed to demonstrate that the expected difference between low and high competence sourcec an be eliminated when coordination of points of view is explicitly induced. Indeed, if the difference is due to adecentring process that low competences ources induce by default compared to high competent sources, the coordination should also appear when people confronted to ahigh competence source are made aware of the benefits of decentring. As ac onsequence, such ap rocedure should makeupf or the gap between the two sources. Thus,inExperiment 2students were confronted to the answer of ahigh versus low competence sourcewhose strategy was always helpful fors olving the task. However,aprocedure of decentring was introduced forhalf of them, but not forthe other half. Thisprocedure made salient the benefits of the coordination of points of view, making people to consider that the others' divergent answersm ay constitute as ource of information that has to be taken into account and coordinated with their own answers in order to solve the task.
STUDY1 Method
Participants One hundred and thirty two second year psychology students took parti nt he experiment. With an averagea ge of 21.58 years ( SD ¼ 1 : 84),t he sample consisted primarily of females (111females, 21 males).Asgender does not produce any differences neither in the present experiment, nor in Study 2, this variable is no longer discussed.
Procedure and material
Each participant carried out the differenttasks alone. The experiment was presented as at est of am aterial foraquestionnaire that would be employed in future studies on performance in verbalt asks. It was indicated that before moving on to such studies, it was important to test the material to determine whether the tasks to be performed later by realparticipants werei ndeed clear and doable.
Participants were first asked to provide various demographicd etails (age, sex), as well as their previous experience as aw ord-game player and perception of their own word-game ability(seebelow). Theywere thenpresented with two tasks to complete. The order of the two tasks was counterbalanced. One of these two tasks (the 'F-task') involved finding and ticking as quickly as possible three words containing the letter Fi nap iece of English text (see Table 1 ). In this text, six words contained the letter F( in order of occurrence: finished, files, of, of,s cientific, of). It is well known in psycholinguistics that in this type of task the propensity to detect lettersi sm ore pronounced forsome kinds of words than forothers(seee.g. Healy,1994) ; words such as 'of'are less often detected. Participants had to tick threewords in the text and then rewrite them in boxes provided fort he purpose. Note that the participants are French speakersw hereas the text was in English. This makest he task to be understooda sa letter detection task avoiding to focus too much on the meaning of words, making believable the purposeo ft he task.
Thes econd letter game wase xtracted from Quiamzade, Tomei, andB utera( 2000, Experiment 2). This game wasinspiredbythe task used by Nemeth andKwan(1985) . It is an anagramtask in whichfive chains of fiveletters each arepresented successively(seeTable 2). Following each of thesec hains, participantsm usti ndicate as quicklya sp ossiblet he first three-letter word that comes to theirm ind. The letter chains arep resented in such a fashionthatone group of three lettersclearly standout.This three-lettergroupforms aFrench word in theusual left-to-rightdirectionofreading butalsoaword in thereverse direction. With theletterchainsprovided wordsare most frequently detected usingthe lettersinthe usualculturalreading direction,thatis, from left to right (Quiamzade et al. ,2000) .
Afterc arrying out theset wo first tasks, experimentalm anipulations were introduced, namely high or lowlevel of source'scompetence,and presence or absence Ta ble 1. Te xt in English for the F-task as it appears in the material to participants
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of ar elevant strategy underlying source'sr esponses. Participants weret old that other students (i.e. individuals with the samea cademic status) had already completed these tasks and that theywould be informed of the answer given by one of them (the source). The source'sc ompetence level was thus manipulated on the base of evidence that students only rarely play this kind of game. Thus, forhalf of the participants,the source was presented as 'a student who is amember of several clubs (scrabble 1 ,"des chiffres et des lettres" 2 ,a nd letter search 3 )a nd who reports playing such games daily'. Fort he other half, the sourcew as presented as 'a student who is not am ember of any letter game clubs, and whoh as reported only rarely playing such games'.
Apilot study carried out with 15 third year psychology students revealed that none were clubm embers and all played only rarely.O nt he basis of this pilot study, participants wereu nlikely to possess any expertise or particular experience in letter games;the low competencesource should therefore be similar to the targets while the high competence sources hould be markedly superior.
The second experimentalm anipulation concerned the presence, in the source's responses, of auseful versus anot useful strategy,that is, astrategy that objectivelycould or could not be used in the main anagram task that theyhad to complete later at the end of the experiment (this later anagram task would be astring containing 10 letters, with which participants should build words using different strategies: using lettersi nt he direction of usual reading, in the reversedirection or mixing both;see below formore details of the main anagram task).F or the manipulation of usefulnesso ft he source's answer,p articipants werei nformed of the source'sr esponses to only one of the two tasks theyj ust had performed.I nacondition ( with useful strategyc ondition ), they were made aware of the source'sresponses to the five-letter anagram task: participants could read that the sourcehad consistently given words using groups of three letters in the reverse of the usual reading direction (see Table 2 ), which is one of the possible strategies in the anagram task. In the other condition( without useful strategy condition), theylearnedofthe source'sresponses to the F-task:Theycould read that the source had ticked the three prepositions (i.e. 'of').
In both conditions, the source wascredited with responses that were divergentfrom those the participants had previously given in these tasks. The source'sa nswers thus contradicted the participants' answers.H owever,t he crucial difference between conditions is that the strategy of using lettersi nt he reverse direction of reading is the only one that could be used by targets in the main anagram task. Thiss trategy cannot only be reproduced as it stands (i.e. imitated), but canalso be integrated in such away as to coordinate it with the target'so wn strategy,n amely using also the lettersi nt he direction of reading, such coordination resulting in am ixed strategy (cf.Q uiamzade et al.,2 000). In contrast, the choice of the prepositions 'of'does not lend itself to the inference of as trategy applicable to anagrams even if it was also divergent from participants'c hoices.
Participants then had to solve the main task, namely an anagram task (see below). This involved forming as many words as possible with as many of the lettersprovided as theywished. Theyfinally had to answer some self-reportquestions.Details on the target task and the self-report questions are presented below.
Dependent variables
Demographic detailsa nd controls Before starting solving the task, participants were asked to providevarious demographic details (age, gender),and to indicate if theywere membersofone of the clubs of letter games (scrabble, 'desc hiffres et des lettres', and letter search). Theyw ere also asked how frequently theyp layed letter games of this type (1 ¼ rarely,2¼ regularly, 3 ¼ daily). This was done to checkt hat participants' degree of experience with the tasks to be used was low.Still before starting the task,participants wereasked to answer on as even-points scale (from 1 ¼ no to 7 ¼ yes) to the following two questions: 'Do yout hink that memberso fc lubs are more competent at these games than those who are not members?' and 'Do youthink that those who play daily are more competent than those who play rarely?'. Thesequestions aimed at checking that playerswould be seen as morecompetent than non-players.
Influence
Influence was measured as the amount of words formed using different strategies that participants produced in the final anagram task. This task consisted in providing participants with 10 letters(CREIUTNALB). Theyweretoldtheyhad 3minutes to form as many words as possible from those 10 letters, with the sole restriction of notu sing any letter twice in the same word. Theyreceived asheet with 60 boxes in which they were to write down their words. In this task, the source'ss trategy in the five-letter anagram task was informative because it was applicable to the main task. On the contrary, the source'sresponsetothe F-task was not relevant to this task. The measures were based on the frequency of use of the three possible strategiesinthe composition of words. As mentioned earlier three word-finding strategies werepossible on this task. Indeed, words could be in the normal reading direction (forward strategy,i .e. the strategy initially used by participants), in the reversed irection (backward,i .e. the strategy used by the source), or ac ombination of the two (a mixed strategy). The backward strategy corresponds to an imitation of the source'sstrategy.The mixed strategy corresponds to ac oordination of self and source'ss trategies.
Competitiveness
In order to assess the perceived competitiveness of the situation, participants were asked to answer,atthe very endofthe experiment, to the following question: 'Do you feel like being in competition with the student whose answershave been given to you', on as even-points scale (1 ¼ no, 7 ¼ yes).
Originality
To ensure that originality of the sourced oes not account forr esults as an alternative explanation, one question was asked to assess howc reative participants thought the source was on the sames even-points scale. The participants had to answer to the following question: 'Do you think that other people would answer like him/her?'.
Perception of sourcestrategy
Three questions were designed to assess the perception students had of the other person'sstrategy.The questions were as follow (1 ¼ no, 7 ¼ yes): 'For the letter game to which you were given another student'sa nswers', (a) 'do you think there are strategies forg enerating differentkinds of answers on this task?'(b) 'do you think that the other student had astrategy forresponding?', and (c) 'If yes, did youunderstandthis strategy?'.
Perceived utility of the strategy Twoo ther questions assessed the perceived utilityo ft he two first tasks (1 ¼ no, 7 ¼ yes): (a) 'Do you think the strategies forresponding in the game involving finding three Fs in an English text can help finding answersint he game in which youh ave to construct the maximum numbero fw ords with the 10 letters?' and (b) 'Do you think that strategies forresponding in the game involving finding three-letter words in aseries of fiveletterscan help in finding answers in the game in which youhave to construct the maximum number of words drawing on 10 letters?'.
Attempt to understand the source'ss trategy Finally, aq uestion aimed at measuring participants' motivation to understandt he source'sr esponses followed (1 ¼ no, 7 ¼ yes): 'When youb ecame aware of the other student'sanswers, did you tryt ounderstandh is/her response strategy?'. Hypotheses First, imitation as the reproduction of the source'sb ackward strategy should be more pronounced whent he targets are confronted to the high competences ourcer ather than to the low competences ource. Second, if the low competent source'si mpact is based on am echanism of coordination of strategies, the difference between the low competences ource and the high competence one on mixed strategy will appear only when the source'sstrategy can be coordinated by the target with its own strategyinto a new integrated strategy.Thus,the production of mixed words should be higher when the targetsa re confronted to the low competence source compared to the high competences ource, when the target has been made aware of the responses of the source to the five-lettersa nagram task. The difference should nota ppear when the target receivedt he responses of the source on the F-task,r esulting in an interaction between source and relevance of the source'sstrategy.
Results
Responses to the initial tasks Most participants supplied the expected words in the five-letter anagram task, namely, used the lettersinthe left-to-right reading direction ( M ¼ 4 : 76 out of amaximum of 5, SD ¼ 0 : 71). Likewise, in the F-task,the majority chose the words 'finished', 'files', and 'scientific' ( M ¼ 2 : 66 out of am aximumo f3 , SD ¼ 0 : 49). In all conditions there was therefore ac onflict( i.e. ad ivergence of answers) between the participants'o wn spontaneous responses in the two tasks and the judgments provided by the source.
4
Participants' level of expertise As expected on the basis of the pilot study,participants had only scarce experience of letter games.O nly one participant reported being am ember of one club. Moreover, participants indicated theyp layed letter games fairly rarely ( M ¼ 1 : 02, SD ¼ 0 : 12). In fact, only two participants reported playing such games regularly (including the participant who wasaclub member), 5 one participant provided no answer and 129 chose the 'rarely' answer.
Manipulation check: Source'sperceived level of competence Participants did think club members were more competent than non-members ( M ¼ 5 : 61, SD ¼ 1 : 47).I ndeed, the observedv alue differs from the mid-point of the scale, t ð 131Þ¼12: 61, p , : 001. Likewise, participants agreed on the fact that competencei sl inked to the level of practice ( M ¼ 6 : 22, SD ¼ 1 : 08).A gain, the difference from the scale mid-point is significant, t ð 131Þ¼23: 63, p , : 001. These measures clearly show that the manipulation is effectivei ni nducing differentl evel of source'scompetence.Onthis basis and to avoid overburdening the text, hereinafter we will refer to the source that was ac lub member and played daily simplya st he 'high competences ource' and to the sourcet hat was not ac lub member and played only rarely as the 'low competence source'.
Competitiveness
A2source'sc ompetence (high vs. low) £ 2s ource'sa nswers (anagram vs. F-task) ANOVA was carried out on the competitiveness measure. Analysis revealed amain effect of source'sl evel of competence. Participants felt more competitiveness with the high competences ource( M ¼ 2 : 39, SD ¼ 2 : 04) than with the low competence source
Originality
The samea nalysis on the originality measure didn ot produce any significant effect, M overall ¼ 3 : 02, SD ¼ 1 : 74.
Perception of as trategy
A2source'sc ompetence (high vs. low) £ 2s ource'sa nswers (anagram vs. F-task) MANOVA was runonthe threeitems about the perception of astrategy underlying the source'sr esponses. Thisa nalysis revealed am ain effect of the latter manipulation, namely the task forwhich the source'sresponses hadbeen provided, F ð 3 ; 124Þ¼8 : 74, p , : 001, h 2 ¼ : 18. As expected,whenthe source'sresponses were related to the fiveletter anagram task, participants were more likely to conclude that strategies did exist forg enerating different types of answer ( M ¼ 5 : 38, SD ¼ 1 : 39)t han when it wast he F-task ( M ¼ 4 : 55, SD ¼ 1 : 84);theyalso reported that the source followed astrategy in a larger extend than when it was the F-task (respectively,
Neither the main effect of source'sc ompetence nor the interaction effectsw ere statistically significant on these measures.
Perceived utility of the strategy A2source'sc ompetence (high vs. low) £ 2s ource'sa nswers( anagram vs. F-task) £ 2 questions of perceived utility of the strategy(forthe anagram vs. forthe F-Task) ANOVA has been performed with the last factor as repeated measures.T his analysis revealed am ain effect of the perceived utility of the strategy F ð 1 ; 127Þ¼110: 10, p , : 001, h 2 ¼ : 46.P articipants viewed strategies as moreu seful fort he three-letter words task ( M ¼ 4 : 76, SD ¼ 1 : 88) than forthe F-task ( M ¼ 2 : 69, SD ¼ 1 : 62). The main effect of the taskf or which theyr eceivedt he other'sa nswerw as marginally significant, F ð 1 ; 127Þ¼2 : 94, p , : 09, h 2 ¼ : 02. Participants who received the source'sr esponses to the five-letter anagram task tended to perceivem oreu tility ( M ¼ 3 : 91, SD ¼ 1 : 18) than participants who receivedt he source'sr esponses to the F-task ( M ¼ 3 : 54, SD ¼ 1 : 42). Finally, this difference was qualifiedb ya ni nteraction betweent he task concerned by the questions about perceived utilitya nd the source'sa nswerst ot he anagram versus F-task, F ð 1 ; 127Þ¼7 : 86, p , : 006, h 2 ¼ : 06. It indicated that the above difference was observed only forp articipants whose source'sa nswersr eferredt ot he anagram task. In other words, the initial anagram task was more likely to be considered as useful when as trategyw as available ( M ¼ 5 : 23, SD ¼ 1 : 66) than wheni tw as not ( M ¼ 4 : 30, SD ¼ 1 : 97), F ð 1 ; 127Þ¼8 : 61, p , : 004. This was not the case of the F-task (respectively, M ¼ 2 : 59, SD ¼ 1 : 50 and M ¼ 2 : 78, SD ¼ 1 : 73). Taken together,t hese effects confirmt he overall success of the manipulation.
Influence
Given that almostall participants produced real words (and less than one non-word on average), and that the results are comparable whether or not the non-words aret aken into account, the results presented herea re based on all the words generated. A2 source'scompetence (high vs. low) £ 2source'sanswers(anagram vs. F-task)ANOVA 6 6 When including the orderoftasks as an independent factor amain effect of order appears, F ð 1 ; 124Þ¼4 : 40, p , : 04, h 2 ¼ : 03. More mixed words are generated when the F-task is presented first and the anagramtask in second ( M ¼ 11: 21, SD ¼ 4 : 24 against M ¼ 9 : 61 SD ¼ 3 : 87 fort he opposite order). This effect is probably simply due to adistraction effect. Adding the F-task between the important task in the situation to coordinate (the five letters anagrams) and the last anagram task they may forgot in some extent their ownstrategy and then use less the coordination strategy.Asorderdoes not interact with other variables and does not interest us in itself, it will no be discussed further.
has been performed on each of the three possible strategies forg enerating words (see Table 3 ): normal direction of reading (forward), reversed direction (backward), and ac ombination of the two (mixed). As far as the forwarda nd backward strategies were concerned, no effects appeared. Thus expectations about imitation weren ot confirmed.
As far as the mixed strategy was concerned, am ain effect of source competence F ð 1 ; 128Þ¼6 : 77, p , : 01, h 2 ¼ : 05,a sw ell as an interaction betweens ource competence andt he presence or absenceo fastrategyw ereo bserved, F ð 1 ; 128Þ¼4 : 31, p , : 04, h 2 ¼ : 03. The main effect indicated that participants were more likely to generate mixed words whenc onfronted to al ow competence source ( M ¼ 11: 34, SD ¼ 3 : 86) than whenc onfronted to ah igh competences ource ( M ¼ 9 : 53, SD ¼ 4 : 24). As can be seen in Table3 ,h owever,t he interaction refined the nature of this effect. Consistent with our main hypothesis, the advantage for participants faced with the lowc ompetence source only occurred when the source offered au sable strategy,n amely,w hent he source'sr esponses related to the fiveletter anagram task, M ¼ 12: 17, SD ¼ 4 : 04 fort he low competence source and M ¼ 8 : 90, SD ¼ 3 : 80, fort he high competence source, t ð 128Þ¼3 : 28, p , : 001. No differences were observed when the participants were provided with the source's responses on theF -task (respectively, M ¼ 10: 45, SD ¼ 3 : 50 and M ¼ 10: 09, SD ¼ 4 : 58). It is interesting to note that post hoc comparisons betweenF -task and five lettersw ords task conditions suggest that confronted to the low competence source, participants exposed to au sable strategy tended to generate more mixed words than those whow ere given the responses of the source to the irrelevant F-task, t ð 128Þ¼1 : 76, p , : 08. In the high competence source conditiont his difference did not reach significance at all.
Attemptt ou nderstand the source'ss trategy
With respectt ot he question of whether participants had sought to understand the source'ss trategy,t he ANOVA with the samee xperimental design as before revealed a main effect of task, F ð 1 ; 128Þ¼21: 40, p , : 001, h 2 ¼ : 14. Participants reported trying to understand the source'sr esponsem ore when it concernedt he five-letter anagram task ( M ¼ 4 : 74, SD ¼ 2 : 29), than when it referred to the F-task ( M ¼ 2 : 96, SD ¼ 2 : 15). However,t his main effect was qualified by as ignificant interaction, F ð 1 ; 128Þ¼8 : 20, 
Discussion
Study 1w as designed to test the effect of ac onfrontation to ah igh versus low competences ource on the coordination of strategies. It was argued that high competences ource would raise more imitation (manifest influence)t han low competences ource, but that the latter would inducem ore deep influence. Moreover, it addressed the question of whether the low competences ource influence would occur whatever the answer this sourceg ives, or whether it would occur only when the given answer is relevant and useful to the task.R esults did not support the first hypothesis since participants did not imitate more the high competent source than the low competent one. This lack of imitation will be discussed in the general discussion. However,t he low competence source gave rise to more coordination of strategies (deep influence)t han the high competence source. Indeed, more mixed strategies wereu sed after the confrontation to al ow competence source than after the confrontation to ah igh competences ource. More importantly,t he interaction indicated that this effect occurred only when the source'sa nswers werer elevant to the task, that is, usable by the participants. This last result supports an interpretation in termo fd ecentring process and coordination of points of view.I ndeed, the condition forl ow competence source to exerti nfluence is that there is ap ossibility fort he targets to coordinate their own answersw ith those given by the source. In other words, low competence source raised more influence than high competence source when this source provided information that was potentially useful to solve the task coordinating strategies. It is worth noting, however,that some alternative explanations of the results could be raised. More specifically,t he relevance of the source'sa nswers was manipulated using answerstodifferenttasks, and this could imply possible covariates related to the nature of the task.One could forexample argue that what mattered was the difficulty of the tasks, or other characteristics inherent to the nature of the two tasks, but not the relevance of the source answers,and then, the usefulness of the coordination of points of views. The first goal of Study 2w as to address this issue in ad ifferentw ay and by maintaining the type of task constant.
More specifically,i nS tudy 2, the nature of the task remained constant, and the necessity of decentring was manipulated.Coordination of strategies is the consequence of decentring and this process is supposed to be present when targets are confronted to alow competence source but not to ahigh competencesource. Thus it was expected that when such ap rocess is explicitly induced, the high competence sources hould benefit from it to the same extent as the low competence source and thus obtain the same influence, which should in the present task result in astronger use of the mixed strategy.
STUDY2
As coordination of strategies is supposed to result from decentring from one'so wn point of view, in Study 2boththe necessity of the decentring process and the source's competencew ere manipulated, and usefulness of the source'sa nswers was kept constant. Except some important differences (see below)the general procedure wasthe same as in Study 1.
Method
Participants Ninety-five second year psychology students took parti nt he experiment. The experiment was carried out within an introductorys ocial psychology class.T welve participants didn ot have enought ime to completet he three lettersw ordt ask, and another participant produced more than three lettersw ords which made no sense regarding the furnished letters, suggestingt hat he/she did not understood the task. These 13 participants have been dropped from the analysis. With amean ageo f2 2.05 years ( SD ¼ 3 : 34), the remaining sample (82 participants) consisted primarily of females (72 females, 10 males).
Procedure and material
Contraryt oS tudy 1, the present experiment wasc arried out in ac lassroom context, namely,with all students at the sametime. Again, the experiment was presented as atest of amaterial foraquestionnaire that could be employed in future studies.Samebogus information as in Study 1w as given. Participants were told that one task was about accuracy in perception and two otherswere about performance in verbal tasks.
Participants were first presented the alleged perceptual task which introduced the first experimentalm anipulation. The principle of the task was similar to Quiamzade (2007;s ee also Gruber,2 000) decentring task. This task was introduced in order to inducet he belief that despiteo pposing judgments, answersc an be complementary rather than contradictory, and that other'sa nswersm ay be helpful to solve the tasks, that is, theym ay benefit from coordinating own answer with other'sa nswer.
Specifically,p articipants were shown for1second as timulus consisting of the bottomh alf of ad rawing resembling afi sh tail. Theirt ask was to guess what the completedrawing was. The whole drawing actually represented amermaid but because little time was given to scrutinize the partial drawing, most of the participants answered that the drawing wasafish or parto fafish (two said it wasa ne el and another one answered apike).
Theyw ere then presented with the whole drawing which was am ermaid. They were informed that the partial drawing had been displayed before to other students who were testing the material too and that most of them answered afi sh. To discourage participants from thinking that the task was constructed in away to prevent them from guessing the correct answer,i tw as stressed that ac lue was available to fulfil the task: some of the mermaid'sh air was visiblei nt he partial drawing of the fish'st ail. This procedure allowed participants to understandthat theyjust missed the clue that would have hinted to the correct response.
In one condition ( no decentring condition)i tw as added that 'sometimes when multiple answerscan be given to atask (correct or incorrect), answersofpeople can be different from each other'. In the other condition ( decentring condition)p articipants were instead informed that the other half of the drawing hadb een displayed to other students and that most of them answered that the drawing was 'a woman'. To stressthe need of decentring from one'sp oint of view and then coordinating opposite answers, it was added that 'sometimes when multiple answers can be given (correctso r incorrect)a nswerso fp eople can be differentf rom each other. However,s uch a divergence does not imply that judgments are necessarily contradictory.Indeed, as it is the present case, with answerslike 'fish' and 'woman', no answer is less correct than the other'.
Participants then answered manipulationc hecks about the decentring task (see below). These manipulation checks were mixed with othersbogus questions about the task making believable that the aim of the experiment was to test the material (e.g. 'did you gete nought ime to see anything?', 'did the colourso ft he drawing bother you?'). Theythen movedtothe five-letter task which was the sameasthe one used in Study 1, that is, the chains of fivelettersinwhich theywere to indicate as quicklyaspossible the first three-letter word that came into their mind. As participants wereall doingthe task at the sametime, one changewas introduced. Indeed, theyhad alimited time to do it (15 seconds). As aconsequence, some of them (12 of the 13 dropped participants) had not enought ime to endt he task properly.T heyg ave two or less words on five, impeding that theyclearly developed the expected strategy,that is, words using the lettersinthe usual readingdirection. Moreover one did not understand the task and gave words with more than three letters(thel ast dropped participant).
The second experimentalmanipulation, namely the high versus low level of source competence, was introduced at this moment. Thism anipulation wast he same as in Experiment 1: forh alf of the participants, the source was presented as as tudent who was amember of letter game clubs and who reported playing such games daily. Forthe other half, the source waspresented as astudent who was not amember of any letter game clubs, and whoh ad reported only rarely playing such games. Participants were asked to reporti ft heyw erem emberso faclub and how frequently theyp layed letter games of this type (1 ¼ rarely,2 ¼ regularly,3 ¼ daily). None of the participants was member of ac lub and most of themi ndicated that theyr arely play letter games.O nly two of them indicated theyp layed regularly.
Then, participants weregiven the source'sresponses to the five-letter anagram task. As in Study 1, participants could read that the source had given words using groups of three letters in the reverse direction of reading, as trategy that was usable in the subsequent anagram task.
Participants then had to solve the same main anagram task as in Study 1. Indeed, they had to form as many words as possible with as many of the 10 lettersp rovided as theyw ished,w ith the sole restriction of not using any letter twice in the samew ord. Theyfinally had to answer some questions (see below), including at the beginning of the set of questions amanipulationcheck on the source'scompetence.
Dependent variables Influence
As in Experiment 1, influence was measured as the amount of words using the three different possible strategies (forward, backward, and mixed) that participants gave in the final anagram task.
Decentring manipulation check
Participants were asked to indicate on aseven-point scale (1 ¼ no and 7 ¼ yes), how much theyt hought that knowing the answer of someone else brings information that can help solving the tasks correctly.Theywere also asked how much theythought that when someone answers differently,t his can be helpful to solve correctly the task.
Source'sc ompetencemanipulation check In Experiment 1, the measure used concerned beliefs about the source characteristics and was assessed before the manipulation. As ac onsequence it may not concernt he source itself, that is, the providero ft he diverging answers,b ut its category. We then proceeded differently here. Participants had to estimate the otherstudent whogave the backward using words strategy in the first anagram task (the five lettersa vailable to compose threeletterswords)onfour items.Theyhad to indicate how much the source was competent,qualified, capable, and expert, on scales from 0to1 00%.
Competitiveness
In order to assess the perceived competitiveness of the situation, participants were asked to answer on as even-points scales (1 ¼ no, 7 ¼ yes) the two following questions:'Do youfeel in competition with the student whose answershave been given to you?' and 'Was it important fory ou to tryt ob eb etter than him/her?'.
Demographic details
At the end participants were asked to provide their agea nd gender.
Hypotheses
First, imitation (i.e. the use of the source'sb ackward strategy) should be more pronounced when the targets wereconfronted to the high competence source than to the low competence source (however,i na ccordance with results of study 1s uch a imitation was no moreexpected in casu). Second, if the lowcompetent source'simpact is based on amechanism of coordination of strategies, the difference between the low competences ource and the high competence sources hould appear only when the decentring procedure is not introduced. The difference should disappear when such a procedure is introduced, making participants aware of the benefits of taking into account the source'sstrategy even when this source is highly competent.
Results

Responses to the initial task
Most participants supplied the expected words in the five-letter anagram task, namely, using the lettersinthe left-to-right reading direction ( M ¼ 4 : 71 out of amaximumof5, SD ¼ 0 : 56).
Manipulation check of the decentring A2source'scompetence(high vs. low) £ 2decentring (with vs. without) MANOVA on the two measures of the decentring process revealed am ain effect of the decentring manipulation, F ð 2 ; 76Þ¼4 : 62, p , : 02, h 
Competitiveness
The same analysis of variance didn ot reveal any significant result on competitiveness. The perceived level of competition was verylow (overall M ¼ 1 : 46, SD ¼ 1 : 01) and so was the importance, forp articipants, to be better than the other (overall M ¼ 1 : 55, SD ¼ 1 : 12).
Influence
Given that almosta ll participants produced real words (and less than one non-word on average) and that the results are comparable whethero rn ot the nonwords are taken into account, the results presented here are based on all words generated.
A2source'sc ompetence( high vs. low) £ 2d ecentring (with vs. without) ANOVA has been performed on each of the three possible strategies forg enerating words (see Table 4 ): normal direction of reading (forward), reversedirection (backward), and a combination of the two (mixed). As fara st he two first strategies were concerned, no effects appeared. Thus expectations about imitation werea gain not confirmed.
Significant effects appearedo nt he mixeds trategy.F irst, participants generated more mixed words when confronted to the low competence source ( M ¼ 12: 49, SD ¼ 3 : 85) than whenc onfronted to the high competences ource( M confronted to the low competence source generated more mixed words ( M ¼ 12: 38, SD ¼ 4 : 08) than the ones confronted to the high competence source( M ¼ 9 : 10, SD ¼ 3 : 98), t ð 78Þ¼2 : 84, p , : 006. In line with our hypothesis, this difference disappeared when decentringi nformationw as provided to thep articipants (respectively, M ¼ 12: 60, SD ¼ 3 : 86 and M ¼ 12: 62, SD ¼ 2 : 75). It is interesting to note that post hoc comparisons showed that participants confronted to the high competences ource used more mixed words in the condition in which decentring was induced than in the situation in which such ap rocedure was not introduced, t ð 78Þ¼3 : 04, p , : 003. Thisd ifference did not appear fort he participants confronted to the low competence source.
Discussion
Study 2was designed to test the effect of aconfrontation to ahigh versus lowcompetence source on the coordination of strategies. First, it was argued that the high competence source would raise more imitation (manifest influence) than lowc ompetence source. Moreover,t he possibility wast ested that the high competence source does not obtain such coordination because it does not induce the target to decentring and to coordination of points of views. As in Study 1, results did not supportthe first hypothesis. However,it was confirmed that the low competence source gave rise to more coordination of strategies (deep influence)t han the high competence source, but only when no decentring procedure wasexperimentally induced. Indeed, results indicated that more mixed strategies were used after the confrontation to alow competence source than after the confrontation to ah igh competence source, but the interaction indicated that this difference appearedo nly whenn od ecentring procedure was induced, whereas the decentring induction raised the high competence source' influence and allowed this source to obtain the sameinfluence as the lowcompetence one. This last result supports an interpretation in termofdecentring process and coordination of points of views.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Several theories, including Frenchand Raven's(1959) perspective on power,the views of Hovland et al. (1953) on credibility,a nd those of Deutsch and Gerard (1955) on informational dependence,p redict that high competences ources are more influential than lowc ompetence sources. Though starting from ad ifferentp erspective, several theorieso fs ocial influence (Moscovici, 1980; Mugny et al.,2 003; Nemeth, 1986 ) also regard majorities (as high competence sources) as capable of exercising as tronger influence than minority (as lowc ompetence sources). According to this research, this superiority is expected to appear at an overt level and to occur mainly through an imitation process (cf. Moscovici, 1980) . Contraryt ot hese views, the results of both Experiments indicated that ah igh competence sourced id not exertg reater influence than alow competence source. The hypothesis on imitation was then disconfirmed. This result is similar to that obtained by Nemeth and Kwan's(1985) using asimilar paradigm with majority and minority sources. Indeed, these authorsf ound that the majority was not more likely to have its strategy adopted than the minority.T he first contribution of this paperi st hen to highlight that as majorities,h igh competence sources do not always exertalargea nd overt imitation.
Why should this be the case? Three differentexplanations should be examined. First, it is important to note that the words that can be produced with the backward (opposite to the reading direction) strategy are overall less numerous than those using the mixed strategy.I mitating in this situation would thus have meant using ac ounter-intuitive strategy.Competent sourceinfluenceisnot supposed to induce acounter-intuitive way of thinking (e.g.B utera et al.,2 000). Instead, its influence is expected to be manifest, direct,a nd often characterized by as hort-termi mitation. Second, one might add, as McGuire (1985) hase mphasized, that competent sources have difficulty exerting influence when their competencei sn ot associated with other factors, as fore xample legitimacy (Tyler,1990) , that might increase the tendencysometimes showntoconform to as ource with superior expertise (cf. Hass, 1981) .
At hird explanation, in line with previous work( e.g. Mugny et al.,2 003;P é rez & Mugny,1993) could be that social comparison with acompetent source is often athreat to self-competence (Mugny et al.,2003) ,evenifitisnot always the case (Collins, 1996; Mugny et al.,2000) . To compare with an expertsource implies an upward comparison, ac omparison which is unfavourable to the target (Morse &G ergen, 1970 ). This comparison is likely to generate negative feelings (Pleban&Tesser,1981) and to focus the target towards arelationalmanagement of self-esteem, because of the threat that the success of the other can generate (Tesser, 1 988) .I nt his threatening situation, people may focus on the defence and protection of their self-competence (relational conflict regulation) rather than on the content of the message( epistemic conflict regulation). This would be consistent with the fact that in Study 1, participants felt morei n competition with ah igh competence source than with al ow competences ource. However,t his result must be taken veryc autiously.I ndeed, the mean values are particularly low in bothc onditions. Furthermore, in Experiment 2n od ifferences appeared, suggestingafloor effect.
At least,t he results indicate that high competence sources do not always exert influence. On the contrary, theys how that low competence sources can in some circumstances be the ones that exertm orei nfluence,v ia ac oordination of points of views.
Apartfrom confirming the effectiveness of the manipulation, the questions used in Study 1aboutthe source'sstrategy gave supporttothe idea that participants were able to perceivethe potential forahelp in the other person'sanswer.Participants did appear to discern the presence of astrategy differing from their own but with the potential of being coordinated with their own whensuch astrategy was available. This underlines that in this situation, participants seem to be conscious of the possibility of coordinating points of views. This also indicates that, by examining the responses of the source, the target is able to infer that the positiono ccupied by the source reflectsad istinct perspective, and that the coordination of the different perspectives makes possible a better masteryoft he task.
Nevertheless, recognizing the presence of as trategy in the source'sr esponses, if necessary, is not by itself sufficienttoproduce coordination. When ausable strategy is accessible and participants are aware of it, the desire to understand the strategy still depends on the nature of the source. This desire is strongest when the sourceh as the same lowl evel of competence as the participants rather than when the source has greater competence.Insum, Study 1showed that the situation in which the attempt to understand the source'sanswer is the strongest is when the source'sanswer presentsa strategy that can be useful forthe main task and the source is of low competence, that is, not more competent than the target.
More importantly,our results indicated that influence appearsinthe same condition, namely,when alow competence source presentsausable strategy.This is not the first experiment showing that al ow competence sourcec an sometimes exertm ore influence at ad eep level than high competence sources (see e.g. Maggi et al.,1 996). As detailed in the introductionhowever,itremains hard to know what the mechanism responsible fort his influence is. We have discussedt hat forc hildren, Howe (1992) suggested that the mere divergence was enoughtoinducecognitive development. Part of the literature however arguedt hat the reason whyc hildren can exertp rogress on peers, as suggested in the previousp aragraph forl ow competence source, is through the possibility of coordination of points of views (e.g.D oise&M ugny,1 975, 1984; Glachan &L ight, 1982) .
In the present experiment, coordination of points of view is possible via the use of a mixed strategy.Indeed, this strategy is acombination of the initial self-strategy (forward) and the source'sstrategy (backward). If influence of alow expertise source is based on the coordination of strategies issued from diverging points of views, thenthis influence should appear on mixed words and only when the source answer does contain a strategy that can be coordinated with self-strategy.Results of Study 1showed that when au sable strategy wasa vailable, that is, the five letterst ask answers, mixed words production increased when the source was lacking competence compared to a competent one. Thisd ifference didn ot appear when the source'sa nswers concerned the F-task, namely,atask which is unrelated to the target task.T his confirms that the influence of the low competence sources tands on the coordination of strategies underlying the responses.
Experiment 2replicated and extendedfindings of Experiment 1. It suggests that the difference between high and low competence source in termo fi nfluencea ppears because targets are by default more inclined to coordinate strategies when confronted to alow competence source than when confronted to ahigh competence source. The difference between the two sources disappeared when the competent sourcebenefited from the decentring procedure making people aware of the fact that other'sd ifferent answersc an be helpful to solve the task and that coordination of answers is au seful strategy to adopt. Moreover,the introduction of the decentring did not changeanything forparticipants confronted to the low competence source, suggestingthat confronted to such as ource people coordinate by default their strategies when available.
To summarize, people actually coordinate their point of view with that of the source either when the source is not threatening per se (when the source is of low competence) or when the competence of the source is presented not as athreat, but as ah elp fors olving the task (when decentring is presented as au seful strategy).
Some limitations of the present researchm ay be however mentioned. Notably,i ti s important to underline that the mixed strategy remains the strategy usedmost often in everycondition. It seems that mixed words are also usedindependently of coordination because of their availability in the task. An interesting contribution would then be to test the same ideas on ameasure that could not be used spontaneouslywithout the source's influence.
Moreover,o ne could argue that the reason whyl ow competence sources exerted more influence than high competence sources is actually the perceived similarity between self and the source on competence level and/or related attributes (Goethals & Darley, 1977; Goethals&Klein, 2000) . This is not inconsistent with our interpretation. Indeed, the low competence source'sinfluence implies asimilarity between the source and the target, but asimilarity at a low degree of competence. Researchhas shown that similarity does not always lead to influence. For example, when source and target are both of high level of competence the source does not produce any influence (Maggi et al.,1 996; see Quiamzade &M ugny,2 001,f or at heoretical account). At best, opposition between competent peersproduces defensiveimitation (Quiamzade, 2007) . Examiningt he level of similarity as ap ossible moderatoro ft he influence of al ow competences ource would be an important questiontoa ddressinf utureresearch.
Despite these limitations, the present experiments allow ab etter understanding of the influence processes in aptitude tasks. The present researchc onfirms that sources that are lacking in competence can have ad eeper influence than competent sources, even though theydonot possess any power over the targets. Furthermore, this research shows that one of the possible routes through which this influence operates is the coordination of strategies underpinningd ifferent answers,w ith the proviso that these are relevant to the task at hand.
Let us finish by coming back to our opening example. What can be expected from a disagreement betweenJ ack (bachelor degree student) and John (masterd egree student)?T his should notm ake Jack changeh is own way of thinking and solving the problem. The dynamic should however be different in the case of adisagreement with James, another bachelor degree student. In this latter case, indeed, and since James is not more competent,Jack might examine James answer deeply,trying to understand his strategy of problem solving (i.e.a ne pistemic regulation). This might result in deep influence, namely ac hangei np roblems olving strategy based on the coordination between the two strategies. Based on otherr esearch, one can expect Jack to benefit from this interaction in termofcognitive progress (Doise &Mugny,1984) , and learning (Darnon, Butera, &H arackiewicz, 2007; Darnon,Doll, &B utera, 2007) .
